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No. 9/70 

THIRD REGION 

(Districts of Moxic·o and Ku911do Kubango) 

Actions·taking place·in the three zones of this.Region 
during the· month of May and the'first fifteen days of June 
cleariy shoW ·the more than evident truth that the Portuguese 
terrorists are trying in vain.to hide from public opinion 
tha t THEIR EXPEDITIONARY FORCES ARE SURROUNDED IN THEIR 
··BARRACKS. 

Furthermore? each supply convoy that is still able to pass 
through does so a:t the c_;:.,st of he1f-.'VY lozes in men · and 
material. !· \ 

Such losses ·are already beginning to make themselves felt 
in themethods of war employed by the enemy. This is one 
mo-re st'ep on the road ·to our victory. 

During this period the co'lonialists suffered 

3 bridges destroyed 
15 military vehicles destroyed 

They also suffered extremely heavy losses in men either 
falling in mined fields? or in ambushes and ·other skirnishes. 

1/5/70-A military vehicle that was travelling from the 
barro.cks of Lovua to ·Kavungo went ove:::-a mirie and was 
rendered inusable. 

2/5/70 ~A l arge convoy, trying to reach and assist possible 
s~rvivors of the above vehicle? in their.turn went through 
~ fteld of anti-personel mines :and suffered uncontrolled 
lesses. 

Two of twelve  vehicles of a sup.ply convoy going from Massivi 
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to tf;l::yungo activated mines ·and their'O'ccúpants 'were annihilated. 

Similarly9 a rB~cue vehicle leaving Kaianda was destroyed:in the vicinity of its 
point of departure. 

' ; . 

7/5/70 -A column of terrorists tried to attack one of our detacbments, but a 
tactical manouver by our brave comrades divided the Portuguese terrorists into 
two groups face to face. These opened fire and caused each other many losses •. In 
this combat we suffered one wounded. 

At various times the Portuguese bandits tried to attack one of our detacbments in 
Alto Ninda. On two occasions, violent ambushes forcê.d:them to retreat carrying 
their dead and wounded. At the third attempt one of their vehicles went over a 
mine. 

As a consequence of these actions the Portuguese terrorists had more than two 
dozen casualties. 

In the space of one week on the route from Gago Coutinho to Ninda our sappers 
destroyed two bridges and mined this road a number of times. Determined to get a 
supply train through to Ninda the Portuguese terrorists suffered heavy losses and 
six vehicles totally destroyed. 

A patrol from de Sete barracks was ambushed by our guerrillas and Portuguese 
bandits suffered uncontrolled losses. 

10/5/70 -A group of colonialist soldiers encountered a mine-field and suffered 
va~i,ous dead and wounded. 

As a consequence of this action one of our patrolls clashed with a  group of 
traitors in the service of the coloniàlists. Our comrades immediately opened fire .. ) 

causing the eneiiJif two detd and vE!:t:ious wounded, besides seizing two guns. 

Five times the terrorists left the Sete barracks trying to invade one of our 
detacbments but each time they wcre repelled with casualties. 

On our side we mourn.the heroic death of a comrade and two others wounded. 

On the road from Ninda to Monteiro two military vehicles travelled over mines 
placed by our sappers, Besides the vehicles destroyed the enemy suffered a great 
number of casualties. 

While troops transported by helicopter were trying to land near lake Liassa they 
were surprised by the fire of our comrades as they were descending and were 
obliged to beat a hasty retreat. 

In another place while the Portuguese terrorists were preparing to attack a 
village and abduct the population they were seen by a group of the peoples Self-
-Defense which, although alone, fulfilled their duty and opened fire on the 
oppressors thus alcrting hte people. 

This is one more example of thc courage and det~ ~ ·-· which moves our people 
in the struggle for the National Liberation ~ Mõ~~d. 
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